2 September
Government artillery, who had given no help in the morning,
now bombarded the heights from which their stubborn militia
had at last been driven by the overwhelming insurgent barrage.
The insurgents blew the redoubt on Puntza sky-high for the
fifth time, which later they entered. At the highest point of the
ridge the monarchist flag stood on the redoubt at 3 o'clock.
Soon after five the desperate defence at Bidassoa was overcome,
after fearful hand-to-hand fighting. Survivors jumped from the
reddened roads or windows into the river. San Marcial fell in
another two hours. Only a mile and a half of flat open country
lies between the insurgents and Iran.
the constitution of malta
The Governor of Malta has proclaimed the Letters Patent
which substitute Crown Colony Government for self-govern-
ment. The Governor is empowered to make laws, but an Ex-
ecutive Council is instituted which he shall always consult except
in great urgency and when he considers that consultation pre-
judices His Majesty's service. English and Maltese shall be the
official languages. The privilege of Italians to be tried in Italian
is abolished.
A whaling dispute
New proposals for a settlement of the dispute between Great
Britain and Norway over the regulations of whale-catching in
Antarctic waters have been presented to the Foreign Office by
the Norwegian Charge d'Affaires. The Norwegian proposals lay
no limitation to the catch, and it is contended by British com-
panies that these proposals would work to the advantage of the
Norwegian companies and to the disadvantage of the British.
The British plan for voluntary limitation of the catch would be
much more effective in the preservation of the whale. Norwegian
gunners, who were paid up to £1,500 last season, demand an
increase of 100 per cent. They also demand that the crewrs of
British whaling vessels shall be 100 per cent Norwegian.
British companies are not likely to agree to either of these
proposals,
the road census
There is an increase of 37 per cent in passenger vehicles
since 1931, and 22 per cent in goods vehicles. The most
remarkable is the pedal cycle traffic, which has increased by
95 per cent. Horse-drawn vehicles have decreased by 27 per
cent. The highest recorded figure for pedal cycles is Magdalen
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